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Introduction

The language barrier has become the most notorious obstacle to free communication among people
speaking diﬀerent languages. In many parts of the
world there are large recent immigrant populations
that require medical care but are unable to communicate fluently in the local language. Spoken language translation is one of the innovative technologies that can help in situations where no common
language between the diagnosing doctor and the patient exists. This paper outlines the recent development on multilingual medical data and multilingual
speech recognition system for network-based speech-

2.2 Speech Materials
From the data described above, 200 sentences of
the development and test set were selected and the
recording was conducted in a sound proof room, at
a 48 kHz sampling rate with 16-bit resolution. The
sampling rate was later down-sampled to 16 kHz for
our experiments. For Japanese, English, and Chinese, there were 27 speakers with a balance of gender
and age. Each speaker uttered either 100 sentences
from the development set or test set, resulting in a
total of 27,000 utterances per language.
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Speech Recognition System

to-speech translation in the medical domain.

For English, Japanese, Chinese acoustic model
training, we utilize 157 hours of about 800 English
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TED speech talks (http://www.ted.com/talks), 518
hours of spontaneous Japanese speech (CSJ)[2], and

Medical Text and Speech Data Design and Construction

2.1 Text Materials
• Medical Phrasebooks
It is designed based on sentences from
Japanese-English bilingual phrasebooks designed for interpreters focusing on the medical
domains. Chinese translations were obtained
by translating each phrase from Japanese to
Chinese. In total, we had 5130 sentences with
good coverage of medical-domain terminology.
• Medical Conversation

about 250 hours of Chinese BTEC speech [3], respectively. For language model training, the 4,000
sentences of medical phrasebooks and conversation
training set were also used. In addition to that,
TED Talks transcripts and ATR BTEC text data
were used for a total of 519k sentences.
For each utterance in the speech training data, 13
static MFCCs including zeroth order for each frame
are extracted and normalized. Nine adjacent (center, 4 left, and 4 right) frames of MFCCs are stacked

It consists of actual conversations between the
patient and the receptionists, nurses or doctors

into one single feature vector (117=9x13 dimensions
of super vectors). It is then reduced to an optimum
40 dimensions by applying LDA and MLLT [4]. In

recorded during a doctor’s visit. Conversations
were recorded in Japanese and all participants
were native Japanese speakers. The conversa-

addition, we apply feature space MLLR for speaker
adaptive training.

tions were then segmented by utterance and
translated into English and Chinese. In total,
we had 1007 sentences for each language.
For both text resources, we then allocate 67% as a
training set, and 33% as development and test sets.
More details can be found in [1].

∗

The context-dependent cross-word triphone
HMMs units are derived from 39 phonemes for
Japanese and English model, and 56 phonemes for
Chinese model. Each phoneme is classified by its
position in the word (4 classes: begin, end, internal
and singleton). This model totally includes 80K
Gaussians trained with both speaker adaptive training (SAT)[5] maximum likelihood (ML) estimation
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(denoted as SAT-ML) and boosted maximum mutual information (MMI)[6] discriminative training
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(denoted as SAT-bMMI).
We utilize the existing pronunciation dictionary:

collection and multilingual speech recognition system for a speech translation system that was designed to facilitate multilingual conversations in

English CMU dictionary [7], Japanese CSJ dictionary, and Chinese BTEC dictionary, respectively.
After that, we constructed a dictionary that would
be used for medical domain. The out-of-vocabulary
words were constructed based on Structured AROW
G2P conversion [8]. The resulting pronunciation
dictionary contains 50K, 40K and 33K vocabulary
for Japanese, English, and Chinese, respectively.
Using the SRILM toolkit [9], we built n-gram language models with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing
[10] from each of the text corpora (Medical, TED,
and BTEC data). These were then combined using
linear interpolation in which the weights were chosen to maximize the likelihood of a held-out medical
development data set. The resulting language model
contains 420K trigrams of Japanese, 300K trigrams
of English, and 150K trigrams of Chinese.
Our decoding algorithms use weighted finite state
transducers (WFSTs) [11] based on Kaldi [12]. Figure 1 shows the performance of our Japanese, English, and Chinese ASR system on the medical development and test sets. All systems could achieve
a WER below 20%. SAT-bMMI provides a significant improvement achieving a WER of 14.38% for
Japanese, a WER of 13.21% for English and a WER
of 9.87% for Chinese on the medical test set.

Conclusion
In this paper, we described our multilingual data

medical situations. Our final speech recognition
system is based on a weighted finite-state transducers framework utilizing feature transformation,
speaker adaptive training, the boosted maximum
mutual information discriminative criterion and ngram language models. Experimental results reveal that SAT-bMMI provide significant improvement achieving a WER of 14.38% for Japanese, a
WER of 13.21% for English and a WER of 9.87%
for Chinese on a medical test set.
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Fig. 1

The performance of our Japanese, English,

and Chinese ASR system.
Currently, these Japanese, English and Chinese
speech recognition systems have been implemented
into Web servers. A user speaks an utterance on a
client application. The speech signal is then send
to the server and the server performs a speechrecognition operation and transfers the result back
to the client by TCP/IP connection.
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